Irradiance distribution, resolution, and size estimates in diffraction limited imagery of extended circular targets.
Various aspects of diffraction effects on imagery from distributed sources are studied. First the irradiance distribution in the focal plane from distributed, uniform, circular sources (disks) for optical systems with various obscuration ratios, was computed and presented in tables. A resolution criterion, applicable both to point sources and distributed sources, is presented and discussed. The criterion is based on an assumption that detection requires a minimum contrast. The level of this contrast was selected to be 20%. The criterion is applied to the case of two neighboring disks, and the numerical results for resolution are tabulated. The problem of size estimate, i.e., apparent diameter of a single disk on a uniform background, is treated as a question of locating points the irradiance at which is a specified level higher than the background. The real (geometric optics) diameter of a source is given in graphs in terms of its apparent size.